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Why Measure Performance?

• It is an aspect of good regulation (OECD 2005)

• Time costs of border regulation:

– As a response to supply chain security requirements, shippers are 

adding extra cycle time to their supply chains;

– 1 day’s increase in shipping time can be equivalent to an additional 

0.8% tariff for a traded good (Hummels 2001)

– Increased inventory

– Higher trade transaction costs particularly for time-sensitive industries 

leading to loss of comparative advantage (Li and Wilson 2009)

– Impact magnified by trends in trade in intermediate goods
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Border Performance

Customs isn’t the Problem

World Bank – Logistics Performance Index 2010

“…Excessive physical inspection or inappropriate reliance on inspector 

discretion causes large variations in clearance times, and multiple 

inspections are frequent….Efficient border management and coordination of 

the various agencies involved in border clearance is increasingly important. 

The performance of agencies responsible for enforcement of sanitary and 

phytosanitary regulation – and to a lesser extent other types of product 

standards – appears to lag well behind customs in many countries..”

Performance as Outcome

• “If your business is harm-control, show me harms you have 

controlled” (Sparrow 2008)

• There has been an increase in the overall regulatory burden on 

those engaged in international trade but it has been difficult to 

establish if that regulation has actually improved the ability of 

governments to identify high-risk goods.

• If the outcome of border regulation can be positive or negative it 

must be possible to assess that fact – what is the overall cost/benefit 

in terms of policy outcome?
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Existing Approaches

• Port Performance Indicators

• World Bank “Doing Business” surveys

• World Bank “Logistics Performance Index” (LPI)

• WCO – Customs Time Release Studies (TRS)

• TTFSE Program

Problems with Existing Approaches

• There is currently no holistic approach to measuring the 

performance of border initiatives.

• Current approaches, in most cases, don’t describe how to measure 

“outcomes” as they relate to public and private stakeholders; rather, 

they focus on border processes, such as clearance times.

• Border agencies tend to measure ‘outputs’ rather than ‘outcomes’.

• There is a lack of standardization with respect to definitions and 

baselines.

• The aggregation of various data sources can be problematic or 

impossible
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The full story of border management is not being told. True 

collaboration in border management is not just about coordination of 

border agencies but is also about involving business in the design 

and implementation of those measures.

Integrating Border Performance with 

Supply Chain Performance

• While the performance of public agencies is one factor in logistics 

performance it is not the only one.

• Traders are primarily concerned with the overall reliability of the 

supply chain and the degree of “friction” that is imposed by cross-

border processes.

• Reliability and Predictability should be captured in the design of 

border performance measures.
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An Integrated Performance 

Measurement Framework

• Performance measures should be meaningful across relevant 

stakeholder groups, business and government.

• Are the performance indicators able to be disaggregated?

• A more holistic approach to performance measurement implies 

better integration between border (regulatory) performance and 

supply chain performance.

• Such integration allows for better cost/benefit analysis of particular 

border management initiatives.

KPIs for Traders

• Cost of processing trade and customs documentation;

• Time taken to get trade documents approved;

• Number of staff needed to process and handle trade documentation 

and customs;

• Cargo clearance time;

• Amount of ‘safety’ stock

(Matsumoto and Lee 2007)
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KPIs for Government

• Number of officers involved in processing trade documents;

• Number of officers as a ratio of cargo and trade volume;

• Rate of compliance with documentation requirements;

• Accuracy in trade data;

• Accurate information in documents;

• Correct payment of duties

(Matsumoto and Lee 2007)

Integrated KPIs?

• Matrix of performance measures that integrate government and 

business indicators e.g. time taken to process clearance 

documentation.

• The key to integration is the development of high-level outcomes 

relevant to government and business objectives e.g. transparency.

• Application of the Willis, Homel and Anderson model to border 

management.
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Willis, Homel and Anderson Model for 

Performance Measurement

• High-level outcomes

– Reducing drug crime and drug-related crime;

– Reducing organised crime;

– Improving public health; and

– Improving public amenity

• Specific measures associated with each outcome and defined on 

the basis of certain characteristics

Willis, Homel and Anderson Model 

Adapted for Border Management

• High-level outcomes

– Reduce the time taken for border clearance;

– Reduce the total cost for import and export-related transactions;

– Simplify the border clearance process; and

– Identify and interdict high-risk cargo

• Specific performance measures associated with each outcome

– Time;

– Cost;

– Simplification;

– Risk
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Achieving an Integrated Performance 

Measurement Approach

• Requires a linkage between strategic objectives and priorities in 

respect of both the private and public sectors such that progress 

against overall objectives can be monitored.

• A preliminary focus on “cross-cutting” objectives moves the 

emphasis from the type of activities or processes being undertaken 

to the measurement of changes that these activities and processes 

are expected to effect.

• Utilize existing data sources as much as possible

THANK YOU


